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Nikola Tesla (1856 â€“1943) was an inventor, mechanical engineer, and electrical engineer. He was

an important contributor to the birth of commercial electricity, and is best known for his many

revolutionary developments in the field of electromagnetism in the late 19th and early 20th

centuries. Tesla's patents and theoretical work formed the basis of modern alternating current (AC)

electric power systems, including the polyphase system of electrical distribution and the AC motor.

This work helped usher in the Second Industrial Revolution. Born an ethnic Serb in the village of

Smiljan, in the Austrian Empire, Tesla was a subject of the Austrian Empire by birth and later

became an American citizen. Because of his 1894 demonstration of wireless communication

through radio and as the eventual victor in the "War of Currents", he was widely respected as one of

the greatest electrical engineers who worked in America. He pioneered modern electrical

engineering and many of his discoveries were of groundbreaking importance. In the United States

during this time, Tesla's fame rivaled that of any other inventor or scientist in history or popular

culture. Tesla demonstrated wireless energy transfer to power electronic devices as early as 1893,

and aspired to intercontinental wireless transmission of industrial power in his unfinished



Wardenclyffe Tower project. Because of his eccentric personality and his seemingly unbelievable

and sometimes bizarre claims about possible scientific and technological developments, Tesla was

ultimately ostracized and regarded as a mad scientist by many late in his life. Tesla never put much

focus on his finances and died with little funds at the age of 86, alone in the two room hotel suite in

which he lived, in New York City. The International System of Units unit measuring magnetic field B.

In addition to his work on electromagnetism and electromechanical engineering, Tesla contributed in

varying degrees to the establishment of robotics, remote control, radar, and computer science, and

to the expansion of ballistics, nuclear physics, and theoretical physics. --This text refers to an

alternate Paperback edition.

As a adjunct instructor for a local community college, I bought this book with the expectation that I

could add more material in covering the electricity segment my course. Being In the process of

reading it now, the book so far is along the lines of how to improve humanities condition using

energy. So far it is not technical enough to try and duplicate any of his work for my course.Ever

since having learned that Tesla was able to produce electricity from the Earth, I have been curious

about him. With the things that Tesla has done, I would rank him up there with Einstein, a childhood

hero of mine . It is too bad that Tesla did not have the notoriety that Einstein had because we use so

many of the things he created but yet he does not get the credit.No buyer's remorse about buying

the book.

Nikola Tesla is a remarkable visionary... unfortunately the Kessinger reproduction of his work is

awful. The May 23, 2010, ISBN-10: 1161355774/ISBN-13: 978-1161355772 hardcover version of

this book is a badly scanned copy of the Century Magazine publication, which can be viewed freely

all over the internet. The Kessinger version literally looks like someone scanned a PDF copy of the

document, faxed it, and then scanned it a few more times. Due to this, the text is extremely hard to

read and all of the inspiring images have turned to black splotches. No effort in reimaging or

restoring the work at all. The content is five stars, but this version is one star.

I ordered this book from  LLC with Prime 2 day shipping. It showed up on cue of course, but I find

that reviews would be better on  if all the reviewers stated what shipper they used, considering

different shippers and sellers may be sending totally different products and the faults of one provider

does not way on another.Now onto the text. The subtle parallels that Tesla draws between the

actions of human life and their effect on our overall well being is astounding. As a man who



contributed so much to the world already, discovering that Tesla was an ingenious writer pushed me

over the edge. If you're on the border of buying or not buying, BUY. 100%.That being said, this

particular version of this book doesn't ruin the experience. It's about half an inch thick, 10 inches tall

and 5 inches wide. The pictures are perfectly readable inside, but black and white. I did notice

several spelling and grammar errors in the book, but when checked online I realized they were

Tesla's mistakes, simply copied for historical merit. I ordered my book on the 20th, and according to

the back page it was printed that same day.All in all, it's 5 star material in a 3 star book. But it's

cheap. And amazing. I'd read it on a napkin. Absolutely recommended.EDIT: Although this book is

cheap, the plastic binding on it hold up very well. There is still no visible damage on the cover or the

pages. The content is inspiring, insightful, and clever. The binding is strong. What's not to love

about this Tesla book?

This is a decent proposition of how to "increase human energy," assuming that is actually a good

thing. Tesla follows the general idea that doing so is necessary for human progress, but we are

seeing that merely increasing our energy consumption and our literal mass will not be all for the

good. I was disappointed that he did not refer to the actual harnessing of the sun's energy as we

know it today: photovoltaic technology. This was mere years before Einstein published his findings

on the photoelectric effect and I guess Tesla didn't hear about it.However, he seemed prescient

regarding the benefits of vegetarianism, although I'm still not ready to embrace it myself. And

foresaw an arms race (did happen) that would lead to automatons doing all the fighting (still in our

imaginations and increasingly bad Terminator projects only, but getting closer).

In this book Tesla explores the various means by which we can and must increase our energy. He

also foreshadows many modern technologies such as a means to communicate with anyone around

the globe instantly (the internet), and many of the green technologies we see today. Throughout the

book Tesla makes stunning predictions that reveal his unique insights into what the future would

(and has) become. He also outlines solutions to some of our modern problems such as

overpopulation by increasing energy.It is a very unique book from a very intelligent scientist and I

would highly recommend this book for everyone.

Very good considering it was written about 100 years ago and considering the price. It is an

interesting look into his genius, almost as though he were describing today's technology!



This printout was such bad quality! The text is miniscule and some of the images are actually left out

and replaced with bracketed references while the caption is left in which is a great way to read

about the image that they were too cheap to print out for you.

Thought the book was pretty skimpy,it's about 60 pages. But after reading it, I believe these were

words by Nikola Tesla. I was inspired by his vision of the future and his constant pursuit to improve

the human race. There are examples of his work for supplying energy for mans mobility. I never

expected this thought for world peace " When all darkness shall be dissipated by the light of

science, when all nations are merged into one, and patriotism shall be identical with religion, when

there shall be one language, one country, one end, then the dream will have become a reality."

Written about 1889.
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